Course

SCH

Learning outcomes

'Introduction to the Arts
Industry, skills and tools

36

This course introduces learners to Fine Arts and supports the learning of
techniques in drawing, painting, printmaking and sculpture. Learners may
go on to complete the foundation and intermediate art courses offered by
CCH.
Learners will be introduced to the Visual Arts industry, terminology,
materials and tools. Drawing and Painting skills will be a focus to gain
confidence within the arts area
Learners will explore both contemporary and historical art techniques and
begin to recognise their strengths or interests within the arts domain
through participation. Exploration of drawing, sculpting, printing and design
will be supported and pathways to CCH Intermediate art courses is direct.
This course is developed around giving learners the confidence to be
creative in their thinking and design. This is process driven rather than
requiring an end product.
This course is for those having some knowledge of visual arts and wanting
to further develop and build upon their skills, technique and confidence.
Learners work collaboratively within a group setting and produce a group
project. Learners also have many opportunities to work on a chosen
individual piece. Pathways include direct enrolment to CCH intermediate
Art Course as well as support in entering Cert IV visual arts at BKI (Bendigo)
Learners will have knowledge of their preferred design styles, strengths and
techniques. They will develop a strengths base approach and keep a visual
diary of their learnings to reflect upon. Based on individual learning
dispositions, learners will begin to gather resources and think critically
about their learning pathway. CCH will offer the opportunity for them to
participate in an end of year exhibition. An organised visit and tour of
Latrobe - Bendigo will enable learners to seek further information about
Arts qualifications. There is also a pathway of Cert IV visual Arts at BKI
(Bendigo)
Learners will explore perspective of linear design in their everyday living
and learn some basic architectural techniques.
 Graphic design
 3D
 Explore STEM elements via visual and hands on learning
 Science: graphical projection
 Technology: complexity of designs
 Engineering: tools used and projection to paper
 Maths: measuring, perception, projection
Pathways to
 create and maintain a website
 digital literacy
 BKi, Arts or business courses
 Self employment

Practical Arts foundations 60
for beginner learners

Building art skills, design
and techniques

60

Extended art techniques
for intermediates

60

Linear perspective and
STEM design

36

Print making for business

60

Learners will be introduced to printmaking, painterly monoprint,
embossing, drawn monoprint, hand drawn images & photopolymer
printmaking, drypoint & woodcut.

Designed to give a taster of various approaches to making prints, these
course design will include demonstration, information and hands on
experiences. Suitable for those with no printmaking experience or new
inspirations for those who have made prints before.
Pathways to
 create and maintain a website
 digital literacy
 operating a small business course
 BKI, Arts or business courses
 Self employment

Job ready Portfolio
development

60

Learners will have a body of work to begin putting together a portfolio.
They will be supported to showcase their work, learning and artistic
designs. Learners will develop self confidence in talking about inspiration
for their unique work as well as reflect on their achievements.
Learners will develop skills in graphic design, presentation of self, and
management of interviews to ensure they have the necessary employability
skill set to support their future pathways.
Latrobe offers further study to learners interested in pursuing, and BKI also
offers a variety of arts courses.
Pathways to
 create and maintain a website
 digital literacy
 BKi, Arts or business courses
 Self employment

Operating a small
business as an Artist.

60

This course enables learners to develop skills in organising their portfolio
ready for exhibition. They will develop strategies such as team work,
organisational skills, communication, planning and advertising for a public
exhibition. The exhibition will be displayed to public and executed over 3
days.
Learners will participate in discussion groups and guest speakers will talk to
them about the logistics of becoming a practicing artist, finances and studio
establishments.
Pathways to
 create and maintain a website
 digital literacy
 BKi, Arts or business courses
 Self employment
Upon completion of this course, learners will have the opportunity to enrol
into Arts course at Latrobe or direct enrolment into a Cert IV at BKI
(Bendigo)

